
Nautical DesigN NatioNal awarD 2017
“worKiNg craFt For MariNas”

Notice oF awarD
article 1: coNteNts aND purposes - The Nautical Design National Award, a competition of ideas and projects in its third edition, has the aim of recognizing the most significant design projects 
created by professionals and students who work on the whole territory of the European community, with the purpose of rewarding the best among those who will come to the attention of the 
Organizing Committee. Small boats, both with sail and with motor, do not only need a good restyling of the existing but also new and innovative proposals that focus on good design and on the 
performance’s quality, so that sailing is not just a luxury for the few but becomes a benefit for many, exactly as good design. 
The subject of this edition of design’s competition is worKiNg craFt For MariNas.
Functions: Main functions of this craft, within 10 meters are:

Boat trailer | Mooring assistance | Lifting chains | Cleaning harbor basin | Fire extinguishment | People transport
requirements: Robustness | Stability | Maneuverability | Security
article 2: subjects For this Competition Announcement:

•	 The creator and curator company is: Claudia Ciccotti Design Srls
•	 The Promoting Committee is: Camera di Commercio I.A.A. di Pescara, Marina di Pescara suarl, Assonautica Pescara
•	 The Organizing Committee is composed by the creator company and the promoting committee.

article 3: participatioN - It’s an open competition, with free participation, for all professionals and students who work in the planning and design area on a national level and there are two 
categories: students and professionals. The competitors, who can compete individually or in groups, as long as there’s a specified person in charge, can submit only one proposal. If the received 
projects are too many for an effective exposure in the provided spaces, the Organizing Committee will save the possibility of making a selection of the projects to be exhibited ensuring,  in any 
case, the publication in the catalog of all of them also on-line.
article 4: DisqualiFicatioN The following subjects are excluded from the participation at the competition: The Organizing Committee and the Jury;  All those who have working relationships or 
kinship with the Organizing Committee and the Jury when the Competition Announcement was published. The participation in the competition will be valid only after sending the registration form 
attached to this announcement, with a valid copy of an identity document with handwritten signature.
article 5: project preseNtatioN - The represented objects represented need to be unpublished, they can’t be or have been put into production. Each competitor will have to present the work 
on two A2 vertical panels, assembled on a rigid support (like poliplat, forex or similar) that will have to include, at the designer’s discretion:

•	 - Reproduction of sketches, project ideas or rendering
•	 - Reproduction of the main graphic elaborates (main views, sections and details) in a 

and A4 format
•	 - A descriptive report of the project (with a maximum of 2000 characters)
•	 - A project sheet with the indications for: designer and any potential consultant and collaborator, technical details of the creation, main materials to be used (as explained in the  attached 

facsimile)
A photo and a brief biography with handwritten signature of the designer/team (with a maximum of 500 characters) with the consent to the use of personal data, according to the legislative decree 
of the 30th June 2003, n. 196 and subsequent amendments, and provided along with an express statement of the originality of the object created and the consent to the exhibition and publication 
of it.
It is required a further copy on digital media (CD or DVD) of the documentation sent by paper, containing files in .doc/docx or .odt format for texts and .tiff, .jpg or .pdf in high resolution (300 dpi) 
for tables and single images, in four-color process.
The package containing all documents must be sent exclusively by mail with return receipt for the attention of the Ufficio Promozione della Camera di Commercio di Pescara, in Via Conte di Ruvo 
2, 65127, Pescara, no later than September 15, 2017 (certified by the shipping postmark). It is essential to indicate the object on the package: Nautical Design National award and the belonging 
category. It must also specify the data and address of a person to contact. Every single designer or design team can only send a project that follow the rules provided in Article 3. In the case of 
incompleteness, a short period may be granted for the regularization.
article 6: eXHibit proceDure For tHe projects aND rewarD - The submitted material will be used as a cognitive tool of the work and will not be returned to the authors, but after the 
competition it will be stored as a material available for consultation for whoever wants to apply. The winner and mentioned designers will be contacted directly by the Ufficio Promozione of the 
Camera di Commercio of Pescara, to prepare the original and supplementary materials (images, text and photos), required the projects’ publication. The material sent only in digital form will not be 
considered. Assonautica will report names, curricula and projects of the winners and mentioned designers to all the shipyards on the Italian territory and where possible will set the exhibit of the 
projects in its stand at the various Fairs.  The jury will award the following prizes, considering the money reward to the winning student as incentive to continue his studies: Category STUDENTS
Reward to the winner: € 500.00 1 Honorable Mention Category PROFESSIONALS, Reward to the winner: Plaque 1 Honorable Mention
article 7: out oF coMpetitioN sectioN - An organized exhibition will be carried out with all the works in the competition and it will take place in October in the Chamber of Commerce of 
Pescara, during the opening ceremony of the second level Master in Maritime Law and Economics. The Award ceremony will take place during the event, date and time are still to be defined.
The works may be the subject of a publication. The organizing committee has the right, during the event, to set up an “Out of Competition” section.
article 8: Material selectioN - The Organizing Committee will prepare documents and materials useful during the phases of: gathering materials, rewarding the winning works, preparation 
of the exhibition, preparation and care of the printed and online catalogs (the event website is www.sottocostapescara.it)
The jury will cooperate with the Organizing Committee which will assist during the preliminary stages of the award ceremony of the competition.
The assignment and the deliver of the reward will take place in the Chamber of Commerce of   Pescara, during the above mentioned event, date and time are still to be defined.
article 9: tHe jurY - The jury that will choose the winners is appointed by the Organizing Committee. Its decision is final and incontestable. The jury, whose members will be announced via the 
event website of www.sottocostapescara.it will be composed by characters of acknowledged national importance and by representatives of the event’s Promoter Committee, which will have to 
choose the works to award and will have to write commentary texts for the catalog’s publication.
The jury will take in account the following parameters during the selection and the judgment of the projects: - Innovation, aesthetics, environmental sustainability; - Compliance functions and 
requirements; - Ergonomics, Technical and Economic Credibility, Flexibility; Quality of the projects, description and clarity of content.
article 10: acceptaNce Participating in the competition implies full acceptance of the rules of this announcement. If it becomes necessary for organizational purposes, the organization reserves 
the right to modify, after notification, the deadlines and the terms indicated in this competition notice.
article 11: iNtellectual propertY - The intellectual property and any copyright of the submitted projects remain exclusively to the award participants. By signing the registration form, 
participants implicitly agree to divest for free all rights related to the publication and communication of the product (in catalogs, magazines, websites etc.) for promotional purposes only.
article 12: iNForMatioNs This Competition Announcement will be published on-line and any information may be downloaded by participants directly from the institutional website of the Camera 
di Commercio “http://www.pe.camcom.it” www.pe.camcom.it and from the event website www.sottocostapescara.it
Any questions can be asked directly in the section reserved to the award on the site www.sottocostapescara.it/pescara/premio-nazionale-design-nautico
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